ROAD INSTITUTE
Overview Presentation
Types of Courses Offered in 2019 - 2020

- 7 Different courses spanning 22 training sessions
  - Operation / Application Courses
    - Paving and Compaction Operation / Application
  - Service training Courses, tiered to experience level
    - Mechanic’s Step 1 and Step 2
Who Should Attend?

- CONTRACTORS / INDUSTRY AGENCIES / AUTHORIZED DEALERS
  - Paving and Compaction Operation / Application
    - Two, three and four day courses
  - Paver and Compactor Service
    - Maintenance / Diagnostics / Troubleshooting / Repairs
Combined Paver & Compactor Courses
Paving Crews / Operators

- Paver and Compactor Operation & Maintenance
  - 4 day w/ extensive “hands-on” component

- Paving and Compaction Application Seminar
  - 2 day (classroom instruction)
Compactor Service Courses

- Large Asphalt Compactor Mechanics
- Small Asphalt Compactor Mechanics
- Soil Compactor Mechanics
Paver Service Courses

- Paver Hydraulic & Electrical Systems – P4410/P4410B
- Paver Hydraulic & Electrical Systems – P7000B Series (Step 1)
  - P7110B/P7170B
- Paver Hydraulic & Electrical Systems – P7000B Series (Step 2)
  - P7110B/P7170B
Factory Training Facilities
East Coast

- Chambersburg, PA (Main Campus)
  - More than 5K ft\(^2\) of indoor space dedicated to training
  - Two classrooms with committed media resources
    - One with service bay for complete machine staging
  - More than 5k ft\(^2\) of outdoor space for machine demonstration and operation
  - 14 New machine models for training / demonstration
  - More than 100 “hands on” component training aides including:
    - Fully operable UltiMat screed set up
    - Compactor drums for disassembly
Factory Training Facilities
East Coast
Factory Training Facilities
East Coast

Shippensburg, PA
Chambersburg, PA
Phoenix, AZ (Road Institute West Campus)

- More than 2K ft² of indoor space dedicated to training
- One classroom with capacity for 42 students
- Committed media resources
  - Including LAN connection at each student work space
- More than 5K ft² of outdoor space for machine demonstration and operation
- 4 New machine models for training / demonstration
- Equipped with several “hands on” component training aides
  - Including: fully operable AGS demonstration bench
Factory Training Facilities
West Coast

Phoenix, AZ
Factory Training Facilities
West Coast

Phoenix, AZ